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Contains the Proceedings of the second annual meeting of the
Southwestern Association of Petroleum Geologists, and the
constitution and membership list of the association.
Heavy oils, extra-heavy oils and tar sands are major players
for the future of energy.They represent a massive world
resource, at least the size of conventional oils. They are
found all over the world but Canada and Venezuela together
account, by themselves, for more than half of world
deposits. They share the same origin as the lighter
conventional oils, but their geological fate drove them into
thick, viscous tar-like crude oils. Most of them result from
alteration processes mediated by microbial degradation. They
are characterized by a low content of lighter cuts and a
high content of impurities such as sulfur and nitrogen
compounds and metals ; so, their production is difficult and
deployment of specific processes is required in order to
enhance their transportability and to upgrade them into
valuable products meeting market needs, and honouring
environmental requirements.Although these resources are
increasingly becoming commercially producible, less than 1%
of total heavy crude oil deposits worldwide are under active
development. The voluntarily wide scope of this volume
encompasses geology, production, transportation, upgrading,
economics and environmental issues of heavy oils. It does
not pretend to be exhaustive, but to provide an
authoritative view of this very important energy resource.
The United Nations World Water Assessment Programme (WWAP)
is hosted and led by UNESCO. WWAP brings together the work
of 31 UN-Water Members and 38 Partners to publish The United
Nations World Water Development Report, (WWDR) series. The
annual World Water Development Reports focus on strategic
water issues. UN-Water Members and Partners, all experts in
their respective fields, contribute the latest findings on a
specific theme. The 2017 edition of the World Water
Development Report focuses on 'Wastewater' and seeks to
inform decision-makers, inside and outside the water
community, about the importance of managing wastewater as an
undervalued and sustainable source of water, energy,
nutrients and other recoverable by-products, rather than
something to be disposed of or a nuisance to be ignored. The
report's title - Wastewater: The Untapped Resource Page 1/11
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reflects the critical role that wastewater is poised to play
in the context of a circular economy, whereby economic
development is balanced with the protection of natural
resources and environmental sustainability, and where a
cleaner and more sustainable economy has a positive effect
on the water quality. Improved wastewater management is not
only critical to achieving the Sustainable Development Goal
on clean water and sanitation (SDG 6), but also to other
goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
Prof. Daniel Arsenault, a leading exponent of Canadian
Shield rock art, sadly passed away in 2016. This book
contains 14 thought-provoking chapters dealing with Daniel’s
first love—the archaeology of artistic endeavour. It
provides the reader with new ideas about the interpretation
and dating of rock art, ethnography, heritage and material
culture.
Geomorphology and Society
water and climate change
Proceedings of the Sympoisum Held October 1 Through 4, 2003
Shepherdstown, West Virginia
A Handbook for the Practical Use of the Method
Coviability of Social and Ecological Systems: Reconnecting
Mankind to the Biosphere in an Era of Global Change
Heat Generation and Transport in the Earth
There is increasing attention on the importance of biodiversity for food security
and nutrition, especially above-ground biodiversity such as plants and animals.
However, less attention is being paid to the biodiversity beneath our feet, soil
biodiversity, which drives many processes that produce food or purify soil and
water. This summary for policy makers presents the key findings of the main
report and is the result of an inclusive process involving more than 300 scientists
from around the world under the auspices of the FAO’s Global Soil Partnership
and its Intergovernmental Technical Panel on Soils, the Convention on Biological
Diversity, the Global Soil Biodiversity Initiative and the European Commission.
The summary for policy makers presents concisely the state of knowledge on
soil biodiversity, the threats to it and the solutions that soil biodiversity can
provide to problems in different fields. This report is a valuable contribution to
raising awareness of the importance of soil biodiversity and highlighting its role
in finding solutions to today's global threats.
It's 2025. Tyrone O'Shaughnessy Tierwater is eking out a bleak living in southern
California, managing a pop-star's private menagerie, holding some of the last
surviving animals in the world. Global warming is a reality. In his youth, Ty had
been so serious about environmental issues that as an ecoterrorist committed to
Earth Forever! he had endangered the lives of both his daughter, Sierra, and his
wife, Andrea. Now, when the past seems far behind him and he is just trying to
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survive in a world cursed by storm and drought, Andrea returns to his life . . .
Frightening, funny, surreal and gripping, in A FRIEND OF THE EARTH T.C. Boyle
gives us a story that is both a modern morality tale, and a provocative vision of
the future.
This collection of articles is the result of complex studies for several years in the
area of applied geology and development of oil and gas fields. The materials of
the collection can be useful for engineers, scientists, teachers, post-graduate
students and students of geological study programs of higher educational
institutions.
The 2020 edition of the WWDR, titled 'Water and Climate Change' illustrates the
critical linkages between water and climate change in the context of the broader
sustainable development agenda. Supported by examples from across the world,
it describes both the challenges and opportunities created by climate change,
and provides potential responses - in terms of adaptation, mitigation and
improved resilience - that can be undertaken by enhancing water resources
management, attenuating water-related risks, and improving access to water
supply and sanitation services for all in a sustainable manner. It addresses the
interrelations between water, people, environment and economics in a changing
climate, demonstrating how climate change can be a positive catalyst for
improved water management, governance and financing to achieve a sustainable
and prosperous world for all. The report provides a fact-based, water-focused
contribution to the knowledge base on climate change. It is complementary to
existing scientific assessments and designed to support international political
frameworks, with the goals of helping the water community tackle the challenges
of climate change, and informing the climate change community about the
opportunities that improved water management offers in terms of adaptation and
mitigation.
State of knowledge of soil biodiversity – Status, challenges and potentialities.
Summary for policy makers
Worldwide Research in Memory of Daniel Arsenault
Quaternary Studies in Hungary
New Perspectives in the Definition/Evaluation of Seismic Hazard Through
Analysis of the Environmental Effects Induced by Earthquakes
The Amber Forest
Drilling and Production Institute
Volume 36 of Reviews in Mineralogy presents a comprehensive coverage
of the mineralogy and petrology of planetary materials. The book is
organized with an introductory chapter that introduces the reader to
the nature of the planetary sample suite and provides some insights
into the diverse environments from which they come. Chapter 2 on
Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs) and Chapter 3 on Chondritic
Meteorites deal with the most primitive and unevolved materials we
have to work with. It is these materials that hold the clues to the
nature of the solar nebula and the processes that led to the initial
stages of planetary formation. Chapter 4, 5, and 6 consider samples
from evolved asteroids, the Moon and Mars respectively. Chapter 7 is a
brief summary chapter that compares aspects of melt-derived minerals
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from differing planetary environments.
This ground-breaking work is the first to cover the fundamentals of
hydrogeophysics from both the hydrogeological and geophysical
perspectives. Authored by leading experts and expert groups, the book
starts out by explaining the fundamentals of hydrological
characterization, with focus on hydrological data acquisition and
measurement analysis as well as geostatistical approaches. The
fundamentals of geophysical characterization are then at length,
including the geophysical techniques that are often used for
hydrogeological characterization. Unlike other books, the geophysical
methods and petrophysical discussions presented here emphasize the
theory, assumptions, approaches, and interpretations that are
particularly important for hydrogeological applications. A series of
hydrogeophysical case studies illustrate hydrogeophysical approaches
for mapping hydrological units, estimation of hydrogeological
parameters, and monitoring of hydrogeological processes. Finally, the
book concludes with hydrogeophysical frontiers, i.e. on emerging
technologies and stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion approaches.
This title follows petroleum from its generation in source rocks
through migration to the reservoir or the surface. Part 1 deals with
both the generation of petroleum by the thermal breakdown of kerogen
and the expulsion of the petroleum from the source rock. Part 2
considers secondary migration. Part 3 contains case studies which show
how understanding of generation, expulsion and secondary migration can
be used to explain the distribution of oil and gas in a basin. Part 4
examines leakage from accumulations.
Contributions to this volume summarize and discuss the theoretical
foundations of the Collaborative Research Centre at Leipzig University
which address the relationship between processes of
(re-)spatialization on the one hand and the establishment and
characteristics of spatial formats on the other hand. Under the global
condition spatial formats are products of collective negotiations on
the most effective and widely acceptable balance between the claim for
sovereignty and the need for interconnectedness.
Petroleum Migration
FRAM - the Functional Resonance Analysis Method
Change and Adaptation : Book of Abstracts
Ocean Circulation, Carbon Cycle and Climate Change
An Integrated Approach
Applied Geology of Oil and Gas

The devastating effects caused by the recent catastrophic earthquakes that took
place all over the world from Japan, New Zealand, to Chile, as well as those
occurring in the Mediterranean basin, have once again shown that ground
motion, although a serious source of direct damage, is not the only parameter to
be considered, with most damage being the result of coseismic geological
effects that are directly connected to the earthquake source or caused by ground
shaking. The primary environmental effects induced by earthquakes as well as
the secondary effects (sensu Environmental Seismic Intensity - ESI 2007 scale)
must be considered for a more correct and complete evaluation of seismic
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hazards, at both regional and local scales. This Special Issue aims to collect all
contributions that, using different methodologies, integrate new data produced
with multi-disciplinary and innovative methods. These methodologies are
essential for the identification and characterization of seismically active areas,
and for the development of new hazard models, obtained using different survey
techniques. The topic attracted a lot of interest, 19 peer-reviewed articles were
collected; moreover, different areas of the world have been analyzed through
these methodologies: Italy, USA, Spain, Australia, Ecuador, Guatemala, South
Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Russia, China, Japan, and Nepal.
Managing aquifer rechargeA Showcase for Resilience and SustainabilityUNESCO
PublishingApplied Geology of Oil and GasTrans Tech Publications Ltd
Sustainable Food and Agriculture: An Integrated Approach is the first book to
look at the imminent threats to sustainable food security through a crosssectoral lens. As the world faces food supply challenges posed by the declining
growth rate of agricultural productivity, accelerated deterioration of quantity and
quality of natural resources that underpin agricultural production, climate
change, and hunger, poverty and malnutrition, a multi-faced understanding is key
to identifying practical solutions. This book gives stakeholders a common vision,
concept and methods that are based on proven and widely agreed strategies for
continuous improvement in sustainability at different scales. While information
on policies and technologies that would enhance productivity and sustainability
of individual agricultural sectors is available to some extent, literature is
practically devoid of information and experiences for countries and communities
considering a comprehensive approach (cross-sectoral policies, strategies and
technologies) to SFA. This book is the first effort to fill this gap, providing
information on proven options for enhancing productivity, profitability, equity
and environmental sustainability of individual sectors and, in addition, how to
identify opportunities and actions for exploiting cross-sectoral synergies.
Provides proven options of integrated technologies and policies, helping new
programs identify appropriate existing programs Presents mechanisms/tools for
balancing trade-offs and proposes indicators to facilitate decision-making and
progress measurement Positions a comprehensive and informed review of
issues in one place for effective education, comparison and evaluation
The Ordos Basin: Sedimentological Research for Hydrocarbons Exploration
provides an overview of sedimentological approaches used in the lacustrine
Ordos Basin (but also applicable in other marine and lacustrine basins) to make
hydrocarbon exploration more efficient. Oil exploration is becoming increasingly
focused on tight sandstone reservoirs and shales. The development of these
reservoirs, particularly regarding the sedimentary processes and the resulting
sediments, are still poorly understood. Exploration and exploitation of such
reservoirs requires new insights into the lateral and vertical facies changes, and
as already indicated above, the knowledge surrounding facies and how they
change in deep-water environments is still relatively unclear. Covers several
geological aspects so the reader may well understand the context of the various
chapters Explores and explains the important relationship between
sedimentology and hydrocarbon explorations Highlights the significance of
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sedimentological aspects (facies, porosity, etc.) for basin analysis and the
development of energy resources
The United Nations world water development report 2020
Plate Boundary Zones
Twelve Years a Slave
The United Nations world water development report, 2017
Community Perspectives on Water, Responsibility, and Hope
Bulletin of the Southwestern Association of Petroleum Geologists
Marine geochemistry uses chemical elements and their isotopes to study how the
ocean works in terms of ocean circulation, chemical composition, biological activity and
atmospheric CO2 regulation. This rapidly growing field is at a crossroad for many
disciplines (physical, chemical and biological oceanography, geology, climatology,
ecology, etc.). It provides important quantitative answers to questions such as: What is
the deep ocean mixing rate? How much atmospheric CO2 is pumped by the ocean?
How fast are pollutants removed from the ocean? How do ecosystems react to
anthropogenic pressure? This text gives a simple introduction to the concepts, the
methods and the applications of marine geochemistry with a particular emphasis on
isotopic tracers. Overall introducing a very large number of topics (physical
oceanography, ocean chemistry, isotopes, gas exchange, modelling, biogeochemical
cycles), with a balance of didactic and indepth information, it provides an outline and a
complete course in marine geochemistry. Throughout, the book uses a hands-on
approach with worked out exercises and problems (with answers provided at the end of
the book), to help the students work through the concepts presented. A broad scale
approach is take including ocean physics, marine biology, ocean-climate relations,
remote sensing, pollutions and ecology, so that the reader acquires a global
perspective of the ocean. It also includes new topics arising from ongoing research
programs. This textbook is essential reading for students, scholars, researchers and
other professionals.
Frozen Ground Engineering first introduces the reader to the frozen environment and
the behavior of frozen soil as an engineering material. In subsequent chapters this
information is used in the analysis and design of ground support systems, foundations,
and embankments. These and other topics make this book suitable for use by civil
engineering students in a one-semester course on frozen ground engineering at the
senior or first-year-graduate level. Students are assumed to have a working knowledge
of undergraduate mechanics (statics and mechanics of materials) and geotechnical
engineering (usual two-course sequence). A knowledge of basic geology would be
helpful but is not essential. This book will also be useful to advanced students in other
disciplines and to engineers who desire an introduction to frozen ground engineering or
references to selected technical publications in the field. BACKGROUND Frozen
ground engineering has developed rapidly in the past several decades under the
pressure of necessity. As practical problems involving frozen soils broadened in scope,
the inadequacy of earlier methods for coping became increasingly apparent. The
application of ground freezing to geotechnical projects throughout the world continues
to grow as significant advances have been made in ground freezing technology.
Freezing is a useful and versatile technique for temporary earth support, groundwater
control in difficult soil or rock strata, and the formation of subsurface containment
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barriers suitable for use in groundwater remediation projects.
Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) has proven an effective
and very valuable technique that has helped the scientific community to better
understand Earth processes. Measuring the forward scattering that occurs when the
Global Positioning System (GPS) signals reflect off the surface of the Earth has
enabled multiple studies of the ocean, the cryosphere, and the land geophysical
phenomena, allowing a better characterization and increasing the global knowledge of
our planet. This book brings together a variety of the most up-to-date research on the
GNSS-R field, covering multiple and very innovative applications.
The Poinars are world leaders in the study of amber fossils and have spent years
examining the uniquely rich supply that has survived from the ancient forests of the
Dominican Republic. They draw on their research here to reconstruct in words,
drawings, and spectacular color photographs the ecosystem that existed on the island
of Hispaniola between fifteen and forty-five million years ago. The Poinars present
richly detailed drawings of how the forests once appeared. They discuss how and when
life colonized Hispaniola and what caused some forms to become extinct. Along the
way, they describe how amber is formed, how and where it has been preserved, and
how it is mined, sold, and occasionally forged for profit today.
Applications of GNSS Reflectometry for Earth Observation
Heavy Crude Oils
Grey Literature in Library and Information Studies
Analysis and Modelling of Spatial Environmental Data
Advanced Techniques and Efficiency Assessment of Mechanical Processing
Metrology in Urban Drainage and Stormwater Management: Plug and pray
This second volume is the work of more than 55 authors from 15 different
disciplines and includes complex systems science which studies the viability of
components, and also the study of empirical situations. As readers will discover,
the coviability of social and ecological systems is based on the contradiction
between humanity, which adopts finalized objectives, and the biosphere, which
refers to a ecological functions. We see how concrete situations shed light on the
coviability’s determinants, and in this book the very nature of the coviability,
presented as a concept-paradigm, is defined in a transversal and ontological ways.
By adopting a systemic approach, without advocating any economic dogma (such
as development) or dichotomizing between humans and nature, while emphasizing
what is relevant to humans and what is not, this work neutrally contextualizes
man’s place in the biosphere. It offers a new mode of thinking and positioning of
the ecological imperative, and will appeal to all those working with social and
ecological systems.
This book is probably the first to review the subject of geographical information
systems (including remote sensing) and spatial analysis as applied to veterinary
science. Topics covered include the application of GIS to epidemic disease
response, to companion animal epidemiology and to the management of wildlife
diseases. There are also chapters on more general issues such as parallels with
human health and spatial statistics in the biomedical sciences.
This book provides a comprehensive, hands-on approach to bioclimatic building
design in Africa. Bioclimatic design is at the core of urban sustainability, and is a
critical issue in Africa, where “imported” building typologies are being used at an
increasing pace, disregarding the local context and consequently causing damage
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to the environment, to the economy, and to the culture itself. This book provides a
concise set of sustainable design guidelines to be applied in both new buildings
and the refurbishment of old buildings, and integrates bioclimatic design strategies
with other sustainability issues such as: cultural aspects, affordability, and urban
planning. Chapters are fully illustrated with photographs and drawings and include
best-practice examples and strategies making it accessible to engineers,
architects, students and a broad range of professionals in the building industry.
Encompasses all climatic regions in Africa; Integrates bioclimatic design strategies
with other sustainability issues; Discusses new design to refurbishment, from
urban to rural, including office buildings, residential, tourism, social housing and
self building.
With its integrated and cohesive coverage of the current research, Magmatic
Systems skillfully explores the physical processes, mechanics, and dynamics of
volcanism. The text utilizes a synthesized perspective--theoretical, experimental,
and observational--to address the powerful regulatory mechanisms controlling the
movement of melts and cooling, with emphasis on mantle plumes, mid-ocean
ridges, and intraplate magmatism. Further coverage of subduction zone
magmatism includes: Fluid mechanics of mixed magma migration Internal
structure of active systems Grain-scale melt flow Rheology of partial melts
Numerical simulation of porous media melt migration Nonlinear (chaotic and
fractal) processes in magma transport In all, Magmatic Systems will prove
invaluable reading to those in search of an interdisciplinary perspective on this
active topic. Key Features * Fluid mechanics of magma migration from surface
region to eruption site * Internal structure of active magmatic systems * Grainscale melt flow in mantle plumes and beneath mid-ocean ridges * Physics of
magmatic systems and magma dynamics
GIS and Spatial Analysis in Veterinary Science
Wastewater: the untapped resource
Marine Geochemistry
Managing aquifer recharge
Spatial Formats under the Global Condition
A Showcase for Resilience and Sustainability

The further rise of electronic publishing has come to change the scale and diversity
of grey literature facing librarians and other information practitioners. This compiled
work brings together research and authorship over the past decade dealing with both
the supply and demand sides of grey literature. While this book is written with
students and instructors of Colleges and Schools of Library and Information Science
in mind, it likewise serves as a reader for information professionals working in any
and all like knowledge-based communities.
Heat provides the energy that drives almost all geological phenomena and sets the
temperature at which these phenomena operate. This book explains the key physical
principles of heat transport with simple physical arguments and scaling laws that
allow quantitative evaluation of heat flux and cooling conditions in a variety of
geological settings and systems. The thermal structure and evolution of magma
reservoirs, the crust, the lithosphere and the mantle of the Earth are reviewed within
the context of plate tectonics and mantle convection - illustrating how theoretical
arguments can be combined with field and laboratory data to arrive at accurate
interpretations of geological observations. Appendices contain data on the thermal
properties of rocks, surface heat flux measurements and rates of radiogenic heat
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production. This book can be used for advanced courses in geophysics, geodynamics
and magmatic processes, and is a reference for researchers in geoscience,
environmental science, physics, engineering and fluid dynamics.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings
of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and
sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January,
1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my
life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Water is more important than ever before. It is increasingly controversial in direct
proportion to its scarcity, demand, neglect, and commodification. There is no place
on the planet where water is not, or will not be, of critical concern. Signs of Water
brings together scholars and experts from five continents in an interdisciplinary
exploration of the theoretical approaches, social and political issues, and
anthropogenic hazards surrounding water in the twenty-first century. From the
kitchen taps of Detroit, Michigan to the water-harvesting infrastructure of Tokyo,
from the Upper Xingu Basin of Brazil to the Sunda Deep of the Java Trench, these
essays flow through time and place to uncover the many issues surrounding water
today. Asking key theoretical questions, exposing threats to vital water systems, and
proposing paths forward, Signs of Water brims with histories, ontologies, and political
struggles. Bringing together local experiences to tell a global story, it centers water
as history, as politics, and as a human right.
Sedimentological Research for Hydrocarbons Exploration
An Introduction to Frozen Ground Engineering
A Friend of the Earth
From Geology to Upgrading : an Overview
Geomorphosites
Sustainable Food and Agriculture

This volume collects some recent studies on the motions, mechanics,
and earthquakes that take place within plate boundary zones. Many of
the studies reflect advances made possible by the development of
space geodetic techniques. Among the topics of the 21 papers are
tectonic processes in the Eurasian-African plate boundary zone, the
structure of the Dead Sea basin, the January 2001 Bhuj earthquake in
India, geological investigations of the Kamchatka region in Russia, and
crustal shortening and extension in the central Andes. There is no
index. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
What are European archaeologists doing abroad? What have they been
doing there for the past three to four centuries? Are they doing things
differently nowadays? To address these questions, this book explores
the scope, impact and ethics of European archaeological policies and
practices in the Mediterranean area, the Near East, sub-Saharan Africa,
Asia and Latin America. Acknowledging that international and
transcultural projects have a range of different stakeholders, the first
part of this book aims to identify some of the values and motivations
behind different European archaeologies abroad. This is done by
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providing thorough historical overviews on a range of European
countries, including France, Spain, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Poland. But how are these values translated, through sociopolitical, theoretical and administrative frameworks, unto local
circumstances in host countries? And how are these archaeological
activities received locally? The second part of this book attempts to
answer these questions through a range of historical and contemporary
case studies, in Africa, in Asia, in South America, in the Near East and
in Europe. The third part of the book offers several critical reflections
on European values, motivations and collaboration projects, as
perceived by archaeological heritage professionals based in, and/or
working in Senegal, Sudan, Somaliland, Colombia, and the Near East.
This collection of historical overviews, contemporary case studies and
critical reflections focuses on the challenging relationships between
archaeological practices and policies, including the requirements and
wishes of archaeologists, of local communities and of other
stakeholders in Europe and in the host countries. In addition to
researchers and students, this book should be of interest to practicing
archaeologists, heritage professionals and policy makers the world
over, as they seek to reach better informed decisions regarding
archaeological projects and international collaboration. This publication
was produced in the framework of the ACE project – “Archaeology in
Contemporary Europe. Professional Practices and Public Outreach”,
with the support of the Culture 2007-2013 programme of the European
Commission.
Exploring real case studies using Geostat Office software tools under
MS Windows, this authoritative reference includes chapters on
monitoring network analysis, artificial neural networks, support vector
machines, and simulations. The book also provides tools and methods
to solve challenges in prediction, characterization, optimization, and
density estimation, and presents the following key information: *
traditional geostatistics methods for variography and spatial
predictions * approaches to conditional stochastic simulation and local
probability distribution function estimation * select aspects of
Geographical Information Systems.
This book deals with the relationship between geomorphology and
society. This topic has had rather scant treatment in the literature
except to some extent under the label “applied geomorphology”. In
this text the authors aim to bring together conceptual issues and case
studies of how geomorphology influences society and, indeed, how
society is in turn influenced by geomorphology. In an age in which the
influence of human activities on global environments has become so
paramount that it is increasingly common to refer to it geologically as
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the “anthropocene”, the book aims to reflect on the geomorphological
significance of widespread and diverse forms of human impact in a
range of environmental settings.
Hydrogeophysics
European Archaeology Abroad
A Reconstruction of a Vanished World
Magmatic Systems
A Guide for Best Practices in Africa
Bioclimatic Architecture in Warm Climates
This book presents the advancements made in applied metrology in the field of
Urban Drainage and Storm water Management over the past two decades in
scientific research as well as in practical applications. Given the broadness of
this subject (measuring principles, uncertainty in data, data validation, data
storage and communication, design, maintenance and management of
monitoring networks, technical details of sensor technology), the focus is on
water quantity and a sound metrological basis. The book offers common
ground for academics and practitioners when setting up monitoring projects in
urban drainage and storm water management. This will enable an easier
exchange of results so as to allow for a faster scientific progress in the field. A
second, but equally important goal, is to allow practitioners access to scientific
developments and gained experience when it comes to monitoring urban
drainage and storm water systems. In-depth description of international case
studies covering all aspects discussed in the book are presented, along with selftraining exercises and codes available for readers on a companion website.
Papers
Global Settings, Comparative Perspectives
Vol. 2: Coviability Questioned by a Diversity of Situations
Signs of Water
Indigenous Heritage and Rock Art
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